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Editorial Commentary
Sir, Your editorial (Glob J Transfus Med 2016;1:3-6) [1] reflects a cry for awareness which certainly will echo back in various directions. There is no question that developments need to be started and accelerated step by step to prevent losing balance. As you mention, there is a serious risk to become fascinated and carried along with fashion and sophistication that obscures the real down-to-earth issues.
However, what is not touched upon is the need to create a solid and sustainable environment within the health-care framework to allow each of the mentioned "small incremental steps" to fit into the puzzle of development; "first the pudding then the tasting." Indeed, a major obstacle in the majority of low and medium human development index countries, like among the AATM group, is the persisting fragmentation of the operations in the field of transfusion medicine, with or without existing legislation. These are small and weak economies of scale, not always managed by competent leadership; little kingdoms that lead us back into mythical times full of attractive imaginations, dreams and wishful thinking -the old Saga of he Land of the Blind, where one-eye is the undisputed, beloved, and admired King.
All the mentioned "small incremental steps," whatever valid and true, will not lead to the desired outcome, a safe, efficacious, and sustained supportive hemotherapy as an essential element of a well-functioning nation-wide health-care system. The giant leap in blood safety is in the setup of a well-designed national organization anchored in a timely legal and regulatory framework, with appropriate infrastructure and an operational structure (economy of scale) that fits into the national environment -culture, history, mindset and religion, economy, education, geography and weather conditions, logistics, and distances. A reference or moral needs to be designed in consensus that serves as the standards of management and practice based on a nationally endorsed and incorporated quality culture. The core element, however, is in a functional documentation system, based on the pyramid principle allowing traceability and uniformity of routine day-to-day operations.
These three fundamental pillars will only become instrumental when managed and operated by well-educated and skilled people -competence, as a prime expression of quality culture and true professionalism. Competence and quality will only be guaranteed when there is sufficient economy of scale through consolidation of the key operational entities -processing and testing (quality control).
The construct then needs completion with an element that shall lead to a continued improvement -assessment of what has been done, the monitoring and evaluation of all the small though incremental steps that bring us to that giant leap of
